
Gustavo Caetano
Full stack engineer

souljacker@gmail.com +55 32 999225032
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gcjbr/ https://github.com/souljacker

About Me
Technical Skills PHP (Laravel), Javascript (React, Next, Vue, Nuxt), Node, MySQL, CSS, Wordpress
Languages Fluent in Portuguese, English and French; Conversational Proficiency Spanish
Art Technology Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator
Interests Photography, Jiu-Jitsu, Travelling

Work Experience
Tech Lead
Sellry New York, USA (Jan 2023 - Present)

- Leading a team of different experience level developers into remodelling an legacy application from scratch
- Codebase digging and client interviewing were key, since documentation was non existent and there was no

much information on the Domain
- Solution needed to take into account some tech debt, mantain a legacy API contract with the mobile APP

and rewrite everything in the web application
Full stack engineer
Arck Interactive Porland, USA (Jul 2021 - Jan 2023)

- Engineering the new system from scratch or getting on board of ongoing projects with new clients
- Working with whatever stack the clients have: Vue, React, vanilla JS, Node, various DBs types
- Working directly as a product manager

Full stack engineer
Ticketmatic Leuven, Belgium (Fev 2021 - Jul 2021)

- Engineering the new system from scratch
- Use of Symfony on the back end
- Vue and Inertia for the front end
- Microservices in PHP and Go

Full stack engineer
Storychief Ghent, Belgium (Apr 2018 - Dec 2020)

- Designed and managed big APIs
- Implemented integration between our main APP and dozens of MVCs, social networks and external APIs
- Worked extensively on a big codebase in Laravel and React
- Led the migration from REST to GraphQL
- Managed junior developers.
- Split the main APP into micros-services, some in Lumen, others in Node.

Full stack engineer
Ritetag Strážnice, Czech Republic (Mar 2017 - Dec 2017)

- Implemented full stack solutions using vanilla JS
- Created the API between the main APP and the AI system
- Extensive work on the front end

Full stack engineer
LOLJA Juiz de Fora, Brazil (May 2012 - Jan 2014)

- Developed the e-commerce from scratch
- Developed the internal accounting system
- Developed the storage tracking system

Education
Instituto Vianna Jr. Juiz de Fora - Brazil (2004–2008)

- Degree in Web Development


